We study trust and willingness to cooperate among and between Uyghur and Han college students in Xinjiang, China, where tensions exist between the two ethnic groups. We conduct an incentivized laboratory-style decision-making experiment in which within and between group interactions occur among identifiable participants without traceability of individual decisions. We find that members of each ethnicity show favoritism towards those of their own ethnicity in both trust and cooperation and that communication enhances interethnic cooperation significantly. We also find that Uyghur and Han subjects behave differently in their willingness to cooperate relative to trust, although both trust and trustworthiness positively correlate with willingness to cooperate on the individual level.
Introduction
Understanding trust and cooperation among conflicted ethnic groups is crucial for overcoming the economic underdevelopment in regions where such groups coexist (Easterly and Levine, 1997; Alesina et al., 1999; Montalvo and Reynal-Querol, 2005) . However, few studies on trust and ethnicity have been conducted in regions under ongoing ethnic conflicts, and there are fewer studies still on inter-ethnic cooperation, potentially due to the complexity of data collection there. Since ethnicity-related topics are so sensitive, local authorities may not permit open scholarly inquiry and subjects may not report truthfully, either.
In this paper, we study the effects of observing the ethnic composition of a group on within-group trust and cooperation in a region under ethnic conflict, and address the data collection difficulty with a novel experimental design that draws less or no attention to our research interest in inter-ethnic relations. Specifically, we modify the canonical trust game 1 and public goods game 2 , which are widely used to study trust and cooperation respectively in experimental economics, to a face-to-face inter-ethnic context while avoiding explicit cues about ethnicity in the experiment. Our design allows the experimenter to keep track of the ethnicities of those who play an experimental game with knowledge of each other's ethnicity but without knowing that the experimenter is manipulating and studying the ethnic pairings.
This feature makes our design appealing for studying such a sensitive topic like ethnic conflict in regions with ongoing tensions between ethnic groups.
We apply this design to an incentivised lab experiment in Xinjiang, China, where two main ethnic groups, Uyghur and Han, have frequent conflict. Xinjiang is an ideal setting for our study because Uyghur and Han look distinctly different, which facilitates our "face-toface, identifiable ethnicity, without explicit cue" set-up. In addition, the cultural differences 1 The "trust game" (or "investment game") was first introduced by Berg et al. (1995) , and has become the most commonly adopted paradigm of the experimental studies on trust. With this game in mind, Fehr (2009) defines trust as the act of voluntarily placing resources at another party's disposal in expectation of benefit but without legal or other means of guaranteeing it. See Johnson and Mislin (2011) and Eckel and Wilson (2011) for two recent surveys of studies based on the trust game. 2 The "public goods game" (or "voluntary contribution mechanism") is the most widely used "work horse" for between Uyghur and Han may lead to different patterns in their tendency to trust and willingness to cooperate. Inter-ethnic trust and cooperation in regions with these features have rarely been studied before, experimentally. To our knowledge, there is only one previous study of trust as measured by an experimental game that has been done with participants in a region having an ongoing ethnic conflict, the Israeli-Palestinian one by Henning-Schmidt et al. (2007) . However, unlike in our setting, their subjects of those two ethnic groups were not in the same location when they participated, and explicit reference to the other group was made.
To compare trust and cooperation under different ethnic compositions, we conduct a two-part experiment: each subject plays three (one-shot) trust games (TG) in the first part and four (one-shot) public goods games (PGG) in the second. In the TG, we vary the ethnicity and identifiability of subjects' counterparts-which we define as "condition" -in each interaction. There are three conditions: pairing with a coethnic member, with a member of the other ethnicity, or with a member of unidentified ethnicity. Each subject goes through all three conditions.
Conditions in the PGG are defined not only by the ethnicity and identifiability of the group members, but also whether communication is allowed. The first three conditions are without communication and correspond to those in the TG: being in an ethnically homogenous group, in an ethnically mixed group (with equal split of two ethnicities), and in a group with anonymous others. The fourth condition in the PGG differs from the others in allowing face-to-face communication between subjects before individual decisions are made privately in an ethnically (equally) mixed group. This allows us to study the effect of communication on inter-ethnic cooperation.
In contrast to most related studies in which participants are informed in the instructions of the ethnic or national identity of their counterparts, we are able to observe interactions by both homogeneous and heterogeneous pairs and groups while avoiding such explicit cues. Having equal numbers of Uyghur and Han subjects in each experiment session need not have been a salient cue, since the two ethnicities jointly predominate and have similar numbers in the school and in the region where our experiment was conducted. During the experiment, we never refer to trust, cooperation or ethnicity explicitly, but have students seated in a way that they can recognize each identifiable partner's ethnic identity by their obviously different appearance. We also make it appear as if subjects were paired or grouped without the concern of ethnicity. For example, in each round of TG where subjects play with identifiable others, there are always an equal number of coethnic pairs and non-coethnic pairs, thus appearing to be random. We assure that all participants play once with a coethnic and once with a subject of the other ethnicity, yet in no interaction giving the impression that the experimenter has intentionally arranged for all to play with a member of their own or of the other ethnicity.
We have 3 major findings from the experimental results. First, members of each ethnicity (i.e., Uyghur or Han) show favoritism towards those of their own ethnicity in both trust and cooperation. Second, communication enhances inter-ethnic cooperation significantly. Third, Uyghur and Han subjects behave differently in their tendency to cooperate relative to their inclination to trust.
Each of these findings contributes to a line of existing literature. First, our results add to the evidence of within-group favouritism. Although the majority of studies on trust and ethnicity have found that individuals behave in ways that are more favorable towards coethnics than out-group members (Habyarimana et al., 2007; Miguel and Gugerty, 2005; Khwaja, 2001; Alesina et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2017) , none of them were conducted in a region under conflict between two distinct ethnic groups like Xinjiang, and the only study similar to ours, the Palestinian-Israeli study by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2007) , found the surprising result that Palestinian students were highly trusting and trustworthy towards Jewish Israeli ones. Fershtman and Gneezy (2001) also found a similar phenomenon between the two major ethnic groups within Israeli Jewish society, where Eastern Jews, being economically disadvantaged, were mistrusted by both Ashkenazic Jews and Eastern Jews, although this relationship (unlike that of Palestinians and Israelis or Uyghur and Han) has not been one of violent conflict. In contrast to Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2007) and Fershtman and Gneezy (2001), we find no asymmetric tendency whereby subjects belonging to both groups favor a specific, perhaps more educated, powerful or rich group, which is Han in our case.
Both Uyghur and Han subjects are more trusting, trustworthy, and cooperative in an ethnically homogenous group than in a mixed one, and more with identifiable than with unidentifiable others. Our results from the PGG also extend within-group favouritism previously found in terms of interpersonal trust to the case of group cooperation.
Second, our results in the PGG highlight the effect of communication in fostering inter-ethnic cooperation. Among all four conditions in that game, ethnically mixed groups with communication yield the highest level of cooperation. Although it is a well-established result that communication yields higher cooperation in a PGG (Isaac and Walker 1988; Bochet et al., 2006; Brosig et al. 2003) , what is novel about our finding on communication is its inter-ethnic context. Moreover, we compare the comparative statics of a move from PGG play in heterogeneous groups without communication to corresponding play (i) in homogenous groups without communication, and (ii) in heterogeneous groups with communication, and find that it is the second transition which yields substantially more cooperation.
Third, studying both TG and PGG interactions in one experiment allows us to contribute to the research frontier of how behaviors in these two games correlate. On the individual level, we find that the levels of both trust and trustworthiness measured in a TG significantly positively correlate with the willingness to cooperate measured in a PGG, which echoes the results of Kim et al. (2017). 3 On the group level, we find that Uyghur subjects show slightly higher trust (trustworthiness) and slightly less willingness to cooperate with others than do Han subjects, and these differences become statistically significant if we use a ratio measure of cooperation relative to trust as our basis for comparison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of Xinjiang and the two ethnic groups under conflict. Section 3 demonstrates the research design and experimental procedures. Results of the experiment are analysed in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
Background
Xinjiang, China's westernmost and largest province-level administrative division, occupies what has been an interface of world cultural zones for more than two millennia.
With a territory bigger than France, Germany, and the U.K. combined, Xinjiang's full name, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR), salutes its largest ethnic group, the Uyghur, who are often depicted as the easternmost of the predominantly muslim, Turkic-speaking peoples (Starr, ed., 2004 (Bovingdon, 2010) . Conversely, local Han Chinese complain of Uyghurs' distrust, claiming it to be unjustified. 8 In one interview, a public health official spoke of difficulty persuading Uyghur peasants to let their children be vaccinated against polio, with many believing a rumor that the sugar cubes can harm the children's future reproduction and that the vaccination program is part of a government effort to control Uyghur population growth.
The mutual distrust might be enhanced by different positions of the two groups in the economic geography of the region. Levels of economic development in the northern, mainly
Han, and the southern, mainly Uyghur, parts of Xinjiang, are highly unequal. In 2003, the Han-concentrated oil industry city, Karamay, had a per capita income over ten times that in mainly Uyghur agriculture-heavy prefectures (Zhu and Blachford 2012) . Some feel that the series of special policies of "aid for Xinjiang," which are supposed to aid poor regions and thereby alleviate Uyghur dissatisfaction, may backfire and intensify conflicts, since the resources dispensed are believed to go mainly to regions with high proportions of Han residents (Wong and Takeuchi 2013; Bovingdon 2010; Wiemer 2004) .
The differing historical and cultural backgrounds of the two ethnic groups may also influence levels of trust and cooperation both within and between them. For centuries, selfidentification in what is now Xinjiang was mainly local, due to the huge distances among the scattered oases (Millward 2007; Rudelson 1997) (Fu et al. 2017) and Hangzhou (Markussen et al. 2017) are similarly consistent in showing behaviors more akin to West European than to Middle Eastern and Turkish subject pools. We consider, below, the possibility that Uyghur culture might favor bonds between individuals more than group collaboration, in part due to the importance of long-distance trading in the Tarim Basin and central Asian steppe societies.
Data collection is especially complex and difficult in unstable regions of China such as Xinjiang or Tibet (see Lü, 2015) . These may be precisely the sorts of environment in 9 If one extrapolates from views such as those of Weber (1976) or Fukuyama (2011) , one might expect members of societies long organized under centralized states to exhibit greater uniformity of and obedience to collective norms. However, Lowes et al. (2015) used a field experiment in the former Kuba Kingdom in present-day Democratic Republic of the Congo and challenge that theory, arguing that centralized formal institutions are associated with weaker norms of rule-following and a greater propensity to cheat for material gain, and that formal institutions can crowd out intrinsic motivations for following the rules.
which simple decision experiments like ours have a strong methodological advantage.
Because our protocols draw no attention to our interest in inter-ethnic relations, we were able to conduct laboratory games with the potential to shed light on a problem that local authorities have viewed as too sensitive to be open to objective scholarly inquiry.
Applications of the experimental method in China have recently multiplied (Distelhorst and Hou, 2014; Guan and Green, 2006; Gries et al., 2015; Lü et al., 2012 ), but we know of no study using the method of incentivized decision experiment in Xinjiang. At a further methodological remove, Zhang et al. (2013) report a psychological study that uses a word association task to investigate the implicit trust and discrimination between Uyghur and Han, but their research lacks monetary decision incentives, does not entail direct interactions between members of the two groups, and requires explicit mention of ethnicity. Their findings are consistent with ours in that both Uyghur and Han participants showed significant implicit in-group trust and out-group distrust, but we add many elements, including ability to measure comparative trust in explicit, material terms, and a novel, experimental perspective on the magnitude of outgroup distrust, which turns out to be bounded (in a manner detailed below).
Research Design
We design our experiment to address three questions on interpersonal trust and group cooperation among and between Uyghur and Han subjects: What effect does the ethnic composition of a group have on trust, trustworthiness and cooperation within the group?
Does face-to-face communication enhance inter-ethnic cooperation between Uyghur and Han subjects? How are inclinations to trust, to reciprocate trust (i.e., to be trustworthy), and to cooperate correlated and do Uyghur and Han subjects differ in their willingness to cooperate vs. to trust? The experiment consists of two parts, in both of which explicit cues about ethnicity are avoided. In the following subsections, we first describe our subject pool and recruitment procedures, and then explain the two parts of the experiment in detail.
Subjects and Procedures
The experiments were conducted in a public university at Urumqi, capital of Xinjiang.
The school has over 8,000 students of which approximately 50% are Han and 40% Uyghur.
To investigate interpersonal trust and group cooperation among and between Han and Uyghur groups, equal numbers of students of the two ethnicities were recruited in a manner which avoided explicit mention of ethnicity and ethnic balance criteria. Due to the limited equipment availability, the experiment was conducted with pen and paper. Participants made their decisions in an ordinary classroom on campus in June 2016. In all, 15 sessions of the experiment were conducted, each having 8 student participants, 4 Han and 4 Uyghur, for a total of 120 subjects.
Two graduate students from another university were hired as research assistants in the experiments, both being native Uyghur speakers who also speak fluent Mandarin (standard and official Chinese). The consent form and the instruction were read out by the experimenter in Chinese, and the assistants read aloud the Uyghur translation following each paragraph.
The written instructions were prepared in both Chinese and Uyghur (in Arabic script), and during the experiment, subjects could ask for explanations or clarifications in Uyghur or
Chinese at any time. See Appendix A1 for the English version of the instructions.
The subjects were informed that the objective of the experiment was to study how people make economic decisions under different circumstances. The two parts of the experiment were referred to as entailing "Investment" and "Public Investment" tasks, to minimize the possible connections to themes of trust and cooperation. The fact that ethnic differences and interactions were matters of interest to experimenters was not disclosed to subjects, both so as not to influence the results, and because mentioning the topic explicitly would be viewed as highly sensitive and controversial given the local context.
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Before the games started, and after the subjects signed and submitted their consent forms, each of the 8 subjects was given a ticket, identifying him or her with a letter from A to H, and they would be addressed with the letter in the game, i.e., "Student A and Student F are partners in this round". Experimenters randomly assigned the letters for Han subjects (Hi) and used in the experiment sessions are for convenience of exposition in our paper, and never mentioned to subjects.) The groupings were randomly drawn before the sessions to facilitate matchings of subjects consistent with the requirements of the research design, while leaving the impression that assignments were determined by letter identifications (and not by other criteria, e.g. ethnicity).
The students were asked to sit in two rows of desks facing one another at a distance of approximately 15 feet (see Appendix B). This was to guarantee that each subject could see the face of a counterpart in the opposite row but could not see that person's decisions on his or her response sheet. Due to the obvious differences in appearance, we anticipated that subjects would fully recognize each identifiable partner's ethnic identity. Follow-up interviews conducted with some subjects after their sessions confirmed that they were aware of having played with "a Uyghur girl" or "a Han boy" in a certain round.
The Trust Game (TG)
10 Since perceptions of the experimenter team and of organizations or institutions it might represent could conceivably also have influenced subjects' behaviors, we note here that co-author Zhe Zhang, the experimenter present at all sessions, described the research to the subjects (with no deception) as being something he was carrying out with cooperation of an economics professor at his university in the United States.
In this part of the experiment, each subject participated in three trust game interactions using the core elements set out by Berg et al. (1995) , in which two (possibly anonymous) subjects are paired and provided with equal amounts of money, the 1 st mover decides how much if any of the money to send to the second, the money sent is tripled by the experimenter, and the 2 nd mover decides how much if any of the tripled money to return to the 1 st mover. Deprived of the possibility of entering into an agreement or indeed of communicating at all, the players face a dilemma from the standpoint of self-interested rationality: both could end up having their money doubled if the 1 st mover sends her entire endowment and the 2 nd mover returns two-thirds of its tripled value; however, a selfish 2 nd mover cannot credibly commit to returning anything, and hence a selfish 1 st mover who assumes his counter-part to be selfishly rational should send nothing.
We alter the Berg et al. (1995) design principally in that each member of a pair makes the decisions for both roles knowing that which of them will be the 1 st and which the 2 nd mover will be randomly decided thereafter. This procedure requires that 2 nd mover decisions be made for each contingency, in what experimental economists call the "strategy method."
11 Also, whereas in Berg et al. (1995) the paired counterparts sit in different rooms and remain anonymous to each other during and after the interaction, two of our three interactions are conducted with full knowledge that the counterpart is the person seated in the opposite position, one of these being an identifiable coethnic partner (Coethnic condition), the other an identifiable partner of the other ethnicity (Outgroup condition). After these two interactions 11 Trust game decisions using strategy method are nonetheless similar to those taken sequentially. While some researchers argue that strategy method changes the subjects' perceptions and leads them to process their decisions differently (Güth et al., 2001; Roth, 1995) , Brandts and Charness (2011) , in a recent survey of the literature, find that the strategy method does not have a systematic effect on experimental results, when compared with the standard direct-response method. And it is beneficial in our design to minimize feedback during the experiment process so that each interaction is fully independent, e.g. two players of the TG might belong to the same group in a later PGG, but neither will have received any information about the past decision of the other nor about any decision thus far of any other participant.
was a third trust game interaction in which the counterpart is an unknown session participant whose identity will never be revealed (Unknown condition). Subjects did not receive feedback between interactions, and it was truthfully explained to them in the instructions that they would learn only their fully aggregated earnings from all interactions described in this and the next section after all interactions had been completed. This feedback structure made it essentially impossible to infer the choice of any given interaction partner, thus imparting a high degree of anonymity of decision despite lack of anonymity with respect to identity in those games in which counterparts were identified to one another visually.
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Our subjects wrote down their decisions on paper rather than handling cash, the decisions being denominated in Experimental Currency Units (ECU), and the amount earned being paid out to participants at the end, using the pre-announced conversion rate 1 ECU = 0.8 RMB (roughly $0.14 US at the time). Each subject additionally received a guaranteed participation payment of 30 RMB (about $4.60). We deviate slightly from Berg et al. (1995) by having endowments of 9 rather than 10 units (in our case, ECU), in order that returning exactly ⅓ or ⅔ of any tripled sent amount would be available choices while restricting options to the integers.
Han, Han-Uyghur (equivalently: Uyghur-Han 14 ), and Uyghur-Uyghur. In the first round, for example, we might have groupings like:
H1 _ H4, H2 _ U1, U3 _ U4, U2 _ H3 (Round 1)
In this case, H1, H4, U3 and U4 play with coethnics and the other four subjects play with outgroup (non-coethnic) members. In the second round, we would have H1, H4, U3 and U4 play with out-group members, and the other two pairs consisting of coethnic members, which assures that all participants play once with a coethnic and once with a subject of the other
ethnicity, yet in no interaction giving the impression that the experimenter has intentionally arranged for all to play with a member of their own or of the other ethnicity. For example, a possible grouping for the second interaction would be:
For every pair in each round, both players were equally provided with a notionally credited endowment X, where X = 9 ECU. In her decisions as the sender, the subject had to decide on an amount a, where a ∈ [0, 3, 6, 9] , to send to the responder. After making the decision without communicating with others, each subject marked the chosen number on the Task-1 response sheet.
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In her responder role, the subject made a contingent decision for each possible node without knowing the chosen a of her counterpart, thus making three decisions concerning the , 2, …,3a] . For the contingency a = 3, she chose back-transfer b1 ∈ 14 Recall that assignment to 1 st versus 2 nd mover roles occurs randomly, after each player makes decisions for both roles. 15 As Appendix B shows, there was sufficient physical separation between known counterparts so that visual observation of one's choice by the other was impossible. Assistants likewise took care when collecting the marked sheets to prevent observation of choices. 16 See Appendix A2 for Task-1 and Task-2 response sheets. [0, 1, 2, …, 9] ; for a = 6, back-transfer b2 ∈ [0, 1, 2, …, 18]; and for a = 9, back-transfer b3 , 2, …, 27] . Responders were not asked to make any choice for the a = 0 contingency, since the only option in that case is b0 = 0.
Therefore, in every round of the game, for subject i as 1 st mover (sender) in the game, his/her payoff is:
and for subject j as 2 nd mover, his/her payoff is:
where 0, 3, 6, 9] , and b , 2, …,3a] . In all three rounds, no communication between the subjects, whether by word or gesture, was allowed.
By the standard interpretive approach, the amount that a subject chooses to send as 1 st mover is an indicator of her trust in the counterpart's "trustworthiness" as a partner (likelihood of returning enough to make trust profitable), noting the absence of a fairness motive for sending in view of the equal endowments. The back-transfer as 2 nd mover indicates the responders' reciprocity, trustworthiness, or sense of fairness towards the sender.
Under this interpretation, a subject who sent more as 1 st mover to a coethnic than to a member of the other group, knowing as she does that the counterpart also knows her ethnicity, seems to show greater trust that the member of her own group will be reciprocally or fairly inclined towards her, whether because she believes her own group to be more reciprocating or fairer in general or because she anticipates within-group favoritism or solidarity. 17 If we observe the returning of a higher fraction when dealing with a coethnic 17 An additional factor that can't be entirely ruled out is that when weighing less self-advantageous outcomes in which the 2 nd mover returns nothing or only a small amount, outcomes to which non-zero probabilities may be attached even if a good return is thought more likely, the fact that tripled money "at least" stays with a coethnic might be viewed as less bad than the monetarily identical outcome in which the recipient is of the other than with a member of the other group, controlling for amount received, we could reasonably interpret this as indicating such favoritism in fact. We can also compare play within coethnic Uyghur pairs to that within coethnic Han pairs to look for differences in levels of trust and trustworthiness that might stem from differences between the two cultures.
The Public Goods Game (PGG)
The second part of the experiment is based on a standard linear voluntary contribution mechanism or public goods game (PGG). It shares with the TG the properties of a social dilemma: players can be jointly better off if they cooperate, but their private interest rules this out, assuming strict rationality and self-interest. It differs in that moves are simultaneous rather than sequential and that it is usually played in groups larger than two. 18 The simultaneity feature-participants decide how much to put in the group account independently, without knowing one another's choices, and without ability to condition their choices on those the others make-means that a one-shot game requires only one decision by each in the same symmetric role. And unlike the 1 st mover decision in the TG, it is never more profitable to choose a larger rather than a smaller investment. The PGG is widely studied to understand how individuals negotiate the trade-off between self-interest and joint welfare. The traditional game theoretic prediction that rational self-interested individuals will put nothing in the group account is typically contradicted in one-shot interactions, in the early periods of repeated ones, and after unannounced "restarts" of play, with some social scientists and psychologists viewing this as evidence of a human propensity to attempt cooperation when feasible, or to prefer cooperating conditional on others doing so, despite free-riding ethnicity. "The worst that can happen" may be counted differently, that is, depending on the counterpart' ethnicity. The potential confounding of trust and altruism is discussed, inter alia, by Cox (2004) . 18 In the meta-analysis of 27 linear public goods experiments by Zelmer (2003) , average group size is 6.6, with the most common groups sizes being 4 or 5 members. In her regression analysis of share of endowment contributed, group size obtains a small positive coefficient that is marginally significant, at just below the 10% level.
incentives (Ledyard, 1995; Gӓchter and Herrmann, 2008) . Studies categorizing players into contrasting behavioral types find the most common one to be individuals who appear to prefer to assign more to the group account the more they expect others to assign (Fischbacher and Gӓchter, 2010) . Inclusion of the PGG interactions in our design gives us a window into possible differences in cooperative propensities within each of the two ethnic groups, their inclinations to cooperate in ethnically mixed groups, and possible differences in cooperation when in the dyadic, sequential trust game versus in the team-played, simultaneous move PGG.
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Specifically, we assigned subjects to groups of four, gave each 10 ECU, and had them independently decide how many if any ECU to allocate to the group account, which yields a payment of 0.5 ECU to each of the four members for any 1 ECU put in. For simplicity, we limited options and asked each individual to select Ci ∈ [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10] ; the payoff for member i would be:
where the summation is over all group members j including i, the MPCR (marginal per capita return) is set to 0.5, and the endowment X = 10 ECU. The social optimum and maximum total earnings occur when each group member selects Ci = 10, in which case all earn 20; yet each individual has an incentive to select Ci = 0, since she would earn 25 rather than 20, assuming that the others still selected Cj = 10; however, if all attempt this and put 0 in the group account, each earns 10 in the end. 19 We did not elicit beliefs about how much other group members would contribute nor did we elicit contribution decisions conditional on what others contribute as in Fischbacher et al. (2001) and other studies, in part due to the slower speed of paper-and-pencil logistics, so we are unable to directly disentangle differences in expectations of others' cooperativeness from differences in inclination to contribute at a given expectation. It is nevertheless useful to keep in mind the alternative channels through which identity of group-mates might influence contribution decision, when interpreting the observed results.
There were four PGG rounds in the session. In each round, every subject in each of two four-person groups was equally credited X = 10 ECU. Each decided how to invest as between a private and a group or public account. All the subjects independently made their decisions and marked the results on a Task-2 sheet at locations sufficiently distant to assure privacy, knowing from past interactions and instructions that there would be no feedback through which their decisions would be identified to one another. with communication, then we may tentatively conclude that ethnic mistrust is quite strong among our subjects, while if adding communication produces more cooperation than does eliminating ethnic heterogeneity, we can tentatively conclude that at least among these the experimenters would ask the subjects to stop talking, go back to their own desks, and make decisions independently without being seen by others. 23 Observing ethnically homogenous groups interact with communication would also have been interesting but had to be foregone because having two interactions with communication would have required implementation in both orders to be sure of ruling out (or in) order effects. This could not be satisfactorily carried out within our constraints of time and sample size.
students of an ethnically mixed school, ethnic differences are not so severe an impediment to working together. 
Exit Survey
After the TG and PGG portions of each session ended and before the experimental outcomes were revealed, an exit survey was distributed to the students, asking general information including age, gender, family income, parents' education, etc. Two widely used questions from the World Value Survey were also included at the end. See Appendix A3 for the survey questionnaire in English.
To sum up, we illustrate the timeline of a typical session in Figure 1 below. Note that only the order of PGG conditions 1 and 3 differs between the first eight (order A) and the last seven (order B) sessions.
Figure 1. Timeline of the experiment
24 A small potential issue is that while we vary the homogeneous-mixed vs. mixed-homogeneous ordering of interactions across sessions, the interaction with communication is always last. Without feedback, however, we view the problem as minor. The existing order is preferred in our view, when only one is possible, because communication can contaminate any no-communication interactions that follow it by altering participants' understandings of the nature of the game. We note that having representation of multiple ethnicities is the norm for post-secondary education in Xinjiang. The degree to which the students are able to cooperate in our task might thus be seen as one crude indicator of the success of the policy of ethnic mixing with respect to government-sought defusing of tensions between the groups.
Results

Descriptive
A total of 120 students participated in the experiment, of whom 60 were Han and 60
Uyghur. Gender shares were nearly equal overall (58 females and 62 males), with somewhat less equal but partly offsetting parities by group (55% male among the Uyghur subjects, 55%
female among the Han). Subjects' ages varied from 18 to 23, with a mean of 19.9 years.
About 89% of the students were at the end of their first year in the three-year college, and others were in their second year (2 nd year). 25 The majority of the students lived in Xinjiang before college, with only 32 of the 120 having lived outside of Xinjiang for at least six months sometime in the past (Lived outside of Xinjiang > 6 Months), the majority (24) of the latter being ethnic Han. 26 Most of the students were not from highly educated families: only 10% have at least one parent that holds a college degree or above (Parent w/ college degree).
Subjects were asked to self-evaluate and rank the position of their family's annual income in the local city or county (Family income), 27 and 58% of students chose about average; 31.6%
of Uyghur students rank their families above average, while only 10% of Han students do so.
The average total earning from the experimental interactions was 100.9 ECU, so on average participants earned 100.9 * 0.8 + 30 = 110.7 RMB, including the 30 RMB 25 No third-year students participated because most work away from the campus as interns. 26 We asked about past residence outside of Xinjiang in an exit question and use it as a control in some of our regression analysis because members of Han families that moved to Xinjiang during the student's lifetime or have otherwise spent time in both Xinjiang and China proper could conceivably view both Uyghurs and more locally-rooted Han differently than the latter, while members of Uyghur families that have also lived outside the region might conceivably be more cosmopolitan or otherwise differ in outlook from less travelled Uyghur students. It is beyond the scope of our study to investigate these matters in detail, however, e. In the exit survey, subjects were asked to respond to the question "Generally In this subsection, we analyze the 1 st mover decisions, i.e., how much to send to the 2 nd mover, in the TG, which serve as the primary measure of trust in our research. Here we focus on the differences in amount sent across conditions. We save the Han-Uyghur comparison of 1 st mover behaviors for Subsection 4.5, where we study it alongside of the corresponding comparison of PGG behaviors. Figure 2 shows the average amount subjects sent as 1 st movers in the trust game under each interaction condition: interacting with an identifiable subject of the same ethnicity (Coethnic), with an identifiable subject of the other ethnicity (Outgroup), and with an unknown participant who is to be randomly selected (Unknown). On average, subjects sent 5.25 of their 9 ECU, about 58.3%, or about half of one standard deviation above the average sending of 50.9% in Johnson and Mislin's meta-analysis or 84 studies. 32 From Figure 2 , we see that subjects of both ethnicities sent more money when paired with an identifiable coethnic than with one of the other ethnic group, and more money to the latter than to an unknown partner. To see whether such differences are statistically significant, we performed Wilcoxon matched pair tests within each ethnic group and for subjects of the two ethnic groups pooled together. The results show that, when the paired partner was identifiable, both ethnicities sent significantly more money to coethnic than to out-group members, although the significance level of the difference is greater for Uyghur (p = 0.0206) than for Han subjects (p = 0.0961). In addition, interestingly, participants of both ethnicities sent more money to an identifiable out-group member than to an entirely anonymous counterpart, although this difference is statistically significant only for the Han participants (p = 0.0037).
32 Several factors those authors find significant positive predictors of sending may help to explain the relatively high sending of our subjects: counterparts are definitely real, subjects play both roles, return decisions are made using strategy method. That our subjects were seated opposite their counterparts and most interactions, thus reducing social distance, might also be a contributing factor. Finally, the fact that sending 50% is not an option for any individual subject or interaction in our design, which permits sending only 0%, 1/3, 2/3, and 100% of the endowment, may have affected average sending.
When Uyghur and Han subjects are pooled together, on average they sent significantly more money to coethnic counterparts than to out-group ones (p = 0.0046) and significantly more to out-group counterparts than to unknown ones (p = 0.0053).
Figure 2. Amount sent in trust game by Interaction Conditions
To investigate the effects of one's demographic factors and attitudes elicited in the exit survey on her amount sent as the 1 st mover in the trust game, we run several regressions.
The results from OLS estimations clustering by sessions are shown in Table 2 below. As a robustness check, we also run regressions with individual fixed or random effects (see Appendix C Table A1), the results of which are quite similar to the OLS estimates and thus omitted here. Note that in column (3) and (4), we include not only the Lived outside of Xinjiang > 6 Months variable, but also its interaction with the Han indicator in order to explore the possibility that exposure to other areas affects Han and Uyghur subjects differently. Table 2 pools the decisions of each participant in all three TG interactions.
The OLS estimates of the coefficients on Coethnic and Outgroup in Table 2 confirm the results of previous non-parametric tests. With all the demographic covariates and survey measures controlled in column (4), subjects sent significantly more money, 0.756 ECU to be specific, to their identifiable coethnics than to out-group members (p = 0.0077, nested F-test), and least to partners who were totally unknown (0.731 ECU less than to out-group ones, p < 0.010, two-sided t-test). Students who were in their 2 nd year sent significantly more money to paired partners, a possible explanation being that with longer education and greater sense of connection with fellow students, 2 nd year students trust others more than their freshmen counterparts. 33 Experience living outside of Xinjiang has a marginally positive effect that does not seem contingent on being ethnically Han.
Given that both the amount sent in the TG and the answer to the general trust question in the World Value Survey are supposed to measure trust, one may expect the coefficient of WVS trust to be significantly positive. However, previous studies have shown mixed results (see Sapienza et al., 2013 for more discussions on this). While Glaeser et al. (2000) and Lazzarini et al. (2003) find that survey trust doesn't correlate with game trust, Fehr et al. (2003) and Bellemare and Kroeger (2007) find the two do correlate. Relative to the existing literature, our result is slightly more on the side with Fehr et al. (2003) than that of Glaeser et al. (2000) , since we observe a positive coefficient on survey trust in Table 2 column (4), although it is only marginally significant. Another interesting observation is that while on average, Uyghurs are less trusting than Hans when judged by survey question answers (see Section 4.1), they are no less (if not more) trusting measured by amount sent in the TG (see the insignificant negative coefficients on Han inTable 2). Combing the above two observations, we conclude that (i) survey trust fails badly to predict game trust at the level of comparing the two ethnicities, but (ii) survey trust marginally succeeds in predicting game trust at the level of individuals, once controlling for ethnicity and other factors.
2 nd mover decisions
In the previous subsection, we've looked only at decisions taken as the 1 st mover in the TG. The 2 nd mover decisions in this game are interesting in their own right, in part because they may reflect a sense of obligation or fairness towards the counterpart, which might differ depending on ethnicity and ethnic matching. Also, even if we had no interest in those factors for their own sake, what expectations subjects had about their counterparts 33 Conceivably, greater comfort with non-coethnics plays a role, but detailed statistical analysis of the matter is omitted since 2 nd year students account for only 11% of our subjects.
when making their 1 st mover decisions are probably important to those choices, and 2 nd mover behavior has been found to be strongly correlated with expectations of others' behaviors, in other studies, e.g. Sapienza et al. (2013) .
In this subsection, we analyze the 2 nd mover decisions in two respects: how much was returned as a proportion of the amount received, and how often subjects returned 0. Figure 3 shows the average percentage of received tripled amount which subjects returned as 2 nd mover under all three interaction conditions. Overall, subjects returned about 34 Two-sided Mann Whitney tests. Note that we report the average of all choices made on a contingent basis, rather than focusing on those choices that were randomly selected and paid out ex post. The latter choices are basically irrelevant for our purposes, because with subjects themselves not learning the outcomes until the end of their session, which choice was paid out for ex post could not have influenced behaviors. In practice, average paid out choices are quite similar to average overall choices. Our use of all contingent choices rather than only the implemented ones means that between-group differences in returning behavior are in no way affected by the sending decisions and thus by the influence of identity pairing on those decisions.
Figure 3. Average percentage returned in TG by interaction conditions
To put the 2 nd mover decisions in perspective, recall that all money sent would be tripled by the experimenter, so if the 2 nd mover returned at least ⅓ of the tripled funds, the 1 st mover was no worse off for having sent money, while if the 2 nd mover returned ⅔, both parties earned equal totals in the interaction. Also recall that the prediction for a strictly selfinterested actor is to return nothing. Since the average proportion returned by all participants was around 43%, with the corresponding shares for both Han and Uyghur 2 nd movers' both being substantially above ⅓ even in interactions with a counterpart known to be of the other ethnicity, it seems that fairly strong norms of reciprocity, trustworthiness or fairness exist among these subjects. A risk-neutral 1 st mover with correct expectations about average 2 nd mover behavior should, with our subject pool, have sent her entire 9 ECU if her goal was to maximize her earnings. Of course, some participants may have been risk averse, in which case the possibility of receiving nothing in return might weigh more heavily in their calculations.
For each subject, there were nine return decisions to make as the 2 nd mover, and theoretically the truly selfish player would return 0 in every one of them. However, in reality, no subject returns 0 under more than six out of nine contingencies, and only seven subjects return 0 more than 3 times (see Appendix C Figure A1 for the complete distribution of frequencies of returning 0 among subjects), with the average subject returning zero in less Combing the above analyses based on both the average percentage returned and the number of 0 returns, we can say that Uyghur subjects are overall more trustworthy as the 2 nd movers in the TG, and that Han subjects differentiate their 2 nd mover responses to out-group vs. coethnic members more than Uyghur subjects do. The latter is somewhat reminiscent of the finding in Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2007) that Palestinian subjects did not discriminate between other Palestinian versus Israeli subjects in their returning behavior, whereas Israeli subjects did return higher proportions to Israeli than to Palestinian counterparts. 
Public Goods Game
In this subsection, we analyze the amount contributed by each subject in the PGG, which is our measure of his or her willingness to cooperate in the group. We study the effects of different interaction conditions, i.e., the ethnic composition in the group and the opportunity of pre-play communication, with non-parametric tests and OLS regressions. Table 3 (see Appendix C Table A2 for regressions with individual fixed or random effects for a robustness check). We control for a possible order effect by including an Order dummy variable that is set to 1 for sessions of Mixed-Unknown-Homogeneous-Communication order and 0 for sessions of Homogeneous-Unknown-Mixed-Communication order; the results indicate that the order did not influence results significantly. In addition, since each subject played four public goods games sequentially, one under each condition, we check whether there is any trend in her investment behavior over time. For example, subjects may learn to invest more (or less) after previous plays, although such a learning effect seems unlikely in our experiment due to the lack of feedback. We use Interaction number ∈ 1,2,3,4 to denote that the observation was from the n th game played by the subject. This variable's insignificance in every regression model suggests that there is no (linear) trend over time in subjects' investment in the public goods games (the result is unaffected by leaving out the communication interaction, in
columns (5) - (8)). Finally, we add an ethnicity dummy, Han, in models (2) - (4) and (6) - (8), as well as interactions between this dummy and the Mixed condition, with having lived outside of Xinjiang, and finally a triple interaction of the three factors. None of these variables obtain statistically significant coefficients, nor is the Han variable significant when some or all of the interaction terms are omitted (results available on request).
38 Table 3 . Amount invested in PGG regressions 38 Specifications including the double and triple interactions parallel to those inTable 3 have also been tested in variants of the TG regressions corresponding to Table 2 , with Outgroup instead of Mixed in the interactions. These results are also available on request. The added interaction terms lack significant coefficients and impact on other coefficients of interest, except that the coefficient on Outgroup loses significance when the interaction between Outgroup and Han is added, which suggests that the difference between TG sending under Unknown and Outgroup conditions is mainly driven by Han subjects' behaviours. This could also be seen from Figure 2 , which shows that with the condition changed from Unknown to Outgroup, Han sent 1 ECU more while Uyghur only sent 0.5 ECU more on average. The coefficients of the interaction condition dummies in Table 3 confirm the findings of the non-parametric tests. The effects of the group ethnic composition in the three PGG interactions hold both when models are estimated on the sample that includes the Communication condition choices (models (1) - (4)) and when the latter observations are omitted (models (5) - (8)). In particular, we find positive significant coefficients for
Homogenous and Mixed condition, indicating that subjects contributed significantly more in those conditions than in the default Unknown condition, with the coefficient always larger for
Homogeneous than for Mixed (p < 0.05 for all models, nested F-tests), indicating that among these two conditions of play with known counterparts, that with a group of own ethnicity is associated with a higher contribution. In models (1) - (4), we also find the largest condition effect for Communication condition (compared with Homogeneous, p < 0.01 for models (1) - (4), nested F-tests), confirming that subjects contributed most following communication, and that going from a mixed group without to a mixed group with communication increased cooperation more than going from a mixed to a homogeneous group without communication.
Correlations among sending, returning, and cooperating decisions
So far, we have devoted little attention to the way behaviors correlate across decisions for given individuals, since the main concern of our paper is with differences in how members of the Uyghur and Han ethnic groups behave within their own group and with members of the other group. In this subsection, we investigate how subjects' behaviors in the TG and PGG correlate on the individual level. For example, do subjects who send more as 1 st movers also return more as 2 nd movers? Are 1 st mover sending or 2 nd mover returning in the TG or both significantly associated with contributing to the group account in the PGG? These are questions of considerable interest to the general study of trust and cooperation, but for reasons of space, we place the relevant correlation tables in Appendix C Table A6 -A8, and here mention only a few main findings.
First, it is indeed the case that those who are more trusting as 1 st movers are also significantly more trustworthy as 2 nd movers, overall; for example, sending as 1 st mover and returning as 2 nd mover have a correlation of .228 which is significant with p = .0124 for the full sample and at a similar level among Uyghur subjects taken alone, although insignificant among Han subjects alone. Second, both 1 st mover sending and 2 nd mover returning (as share of tripled amount) are significantly positively correlated with contributing in the PGG; for example, considering the Coethnic TG condition and the Homogeneous PGG condition, the correlation for 1 st mover sending is significant at the 1% level and that for 2 nd mover return share is significant at the 5% level. These correlations are consistent with the ideas that (a) sending in the TG depends on the counterpart's predicted returning behavior which subjects forecast based on how they themselves play the role (see above and Kim et al., 2017), and (b) many subjects are conditional cooperators who contribute in the PGG if they believe others will do so, forming the belief in part based on own tendency towards reciprocity (which correlates with TG returning, beliefs about others' TG returning, and hence own TG sending).
Third, we note that while we found above many statistically significant differences in behavior towards own group versus other or mixed group members, there is nevertheless a great deal of consistency of given individuals' choices across the heterogeneous versus homogeneous conditions. Thus, 1 st mover TG sending, 2 nd mover TG returning (share), and PGG contribution are, for the full sample, highly correlated in Coethnic versus Outgroup and in Homogeneous versus Mixed conditions, with all three correlations being significant at the 0.0001 level. Thus, while behaviors do differ somewhat by group and condition, the inclinations of each individual usually affect his or her choices under those conditions in rather similar ways.
A Han-Uyghur asymmetry: Cooperation vs. trust?
In the previous subsection, we see that cooperation and trust correlate positively on the individual level. We now ask: is this true at the ethnic group level, as well? That is, does the more trusting ethnic group also tend to be more cooperative? From the discussion in Section 2 on the distinctively different historical and cultural backgrounds of Uyghur and
Han, we suspect that this consistency between trust and cooperation may not hold on the group level. Specifically, we hypothesize that there may be a Han-Uyghur asymmetry, in the sense that while Uyghur subjects are more trusting than Han subjects in the TG, they are less cooperative in the PGG.
A glance of Figure 2 and Figure 5 seems to support this hypothesis. From Figure 2, we can see that in the TG, Uyghur participants on average sent more money than Han subjects in two of three conditions (Coethnic and Unknown), and the two ethnicities sent similar amounts on average to out-group members; while Figure 5 shows that in the PGG,
Han participants tended to contribute more than Uyghur ones did in all four conditions. We now look at formal tests and regressions to see if these differences are statically significant.
To make things comparable between the observations from the TG and those from the PGG, we only consider the PGG conditions without communication, and we pair each remaining PGG condition with the most similar TG condition. Specifically, the "Coethic" condition in the TG corresponds to the "Homogeneous" condition in the PGG, while "Outgroup" corresponds to "Mixed", and "Unknown" corresponds to "Unknown". According When we go back to the regression results, we also find that the coefficient on the Han dummy is not significant in both TG and PGG, when all demographic covariates and interaction terms are controlled. To take a closer look at the effects of ethnicities in the TG and PGG, we run separate regressions for each condition. In the TG, we find a significant effect of Han in the Unknown condition, but not in the other two conditions (see Appendix C Table A4 ). Specifically, when facing unknown players, on average Uyghurs send 1.209 more ECU than Hans do (p < 0.05), with the same controls as in Table 2 column (4). In the PGG, the coefficient on Han is never significant in any conditions with the Han×Lived outside of Xinjiang > 6 Months interaction term and all demographic covariates controlled (see Appendix C Table A5 ).
Given the above insignificant results, we turn to a weaker criterion of the hypothesized Han-Uyghur asymmetry, differences between Han and Uyghur subjects in the propensity to cooperate in a group versus to trust dyadically. To measure this propensity for each subject, we use the ratio of average amount of money he or she sent in the PGG (without communication) to the average amount sent as 1 st mover in the TG, which means that we are focusing on the inclination to cooperate relative to the tendency to trust. The Mann-Whitney test shows that the "cooperation-to-trust ratio" does significantly differ between Uyghur and
Han subjects: Uyghur subjects' ratio of average PGG sending relative to average 1 st mover trust is significantly lower than that of Han subjects, with p = 0.0187. We also run a MannWhitney test for the cooperation-to-trust ratio of each pair of corresponding conditions in the TG and PGG (e.g., amount contributed within a homogeneous ethnicity group in the PGG over amount sent to coethnic in the TG), and see that Uyghur subjects' cooperation-to-trust ratios are significantly lower than Han subjects' ratios under "Homogeneous/Coethnic" and "Mixed/Outgroup" (p = 0.0975, 0.0537) while there is no significant difference when facing randomly assigned unidentifiable counterparts (p = 0.6505).
Ethnic favoritism, identifiability and communication: discussion
In this section, we discuss the impact of identifiability and communication on interethnic trust and cooperation, as found in Section 4. We argue that the comparisons made possible by our Unknown and Communication conditions underscore the fact that the magnitude of the outgroup vs. ingroup effect is of relatively modest size, in our data.
Known versus randomly chosen counterparts
Recall that with respect to differences between conditions (Coethnic, Mixed, Unknown), we found the same ordering for members of both ethnic groups: for both groups, both trusting and cooperating were greater in pairs or groups of same ethnicity than in pairs or groups of mixed ethnicity, but trusting and cooperating were smallest in groups of unknown composition. The fact that members of both groups were more trusting towards and willing to cooperate with those of the same ethnicity is not entirely surprising, even though not all results in the literature display this pattern. However, the finding that trust and cooperation are lower when the counterpart's (counterparts') ethnicity is unknown appears inconsistent with the homogeneous vs. heterogeneous ordering if one thinks only of ethnicity and does so only probabilistically, since each counterpart has a nearly equal chance (in our setting) of being a coethnic or of the other ethnicity, and outcomes for the unknown ethnicity cases might therefore (by an "expected identity" type reasoning) be expected to fall in between those for homogeneous and for mixed ethnicity interactions. The explanation of why this reasoning does not predict behaviors, we think, lies in the fact that both 1 st and 2 nd movers in the homogeneous and mixed ethnicity conditions could identify their counterparts by sight, as specific individuals, whereas in the unknown counterpart condition each interaction partner could turn out to be any of seven other participants in the session, and the counterpart(s)' actual identity would never be revealed. A plausible interpretation, therefore, is that partner concreteness (a dimension of social distance, viewed broadly) led to more "sociable" behaviors in both homogeneous and mixed pairs relative to the unknown partner Hoffman et al. (1996) , as social distance/isolation increases towards a "double blind" treatment resembling our "purely unknown" condition, there is a further shift toward less cooperation between partners, which means that subjects behave in a more strictly selfinterested way.
Impact of communication
In Subsection (Sally, 1995 , Ben-Ner et al., 2011 , Ellingsen et al., 2009 , possibly attributable to some combination of conditionally cooperative preferences (Fischbacher and Gӓchter, 2010) bolstered by the impact of the exchanged declarations of intention to contribute on beliefs of 39 Subjects eventually learned only their total earnings from all games and thus could not impute the behavior of any specific partner. This was explained to them in the instructions, so ideally they should not have been concerned with how a specific counterpart's reaction would affect their relationship in the future. We cannot strictly rule out, though, that some participants, for whom the entire procedure was novel, attached a non-zero probability to an identifiable counterpart discovering how they had behaved, while attaching lower or zero probability to the counterpart in the unknown identity condition obtaining such information. However, we conjecture that the conflict avoidance factor as such played at most a minor role, and that the effect of identifiability was operative mainly for psychological reasons associated with the concreteness and specificity of interaction partners.
fellow participants, aversion to lying or to disappointing others (Charness and Dufwenberg 2006 , Vanberg 2008 , Ellingsen et al. 2009 , and the possibility that participants having a better understanding of the social dilemma successfully convince others of the mutual benefit of cooperation (Bochet et al. 2006) .
What is novel about our finding on communication is its inter-ethnic context. To our knowledge, the result that communication trumps homogeneous ethnic group sorting as a spur to cooperation has not been reported elsewhere. Also, our experiment entails a somewhat stiffer test of communication's impact than in many past tests of communication's impact in that our subjects get no feedback regarding other group members' behaviors in any individual interaction, which effectively increases anonymity at the decision-making stage.
Although quite possibly cooperation would be higher still had we been able to observe an 
Magnitude of the outgroup vs. ingroup effect
A major finding of our paper is that we find Uyghur and Han subjects conform to the common expectation that trust and cooperation tend to be greater between members of a given group than when members of different groups are involved. However, it seems important not to exaggerate the degree of discomfort that our subjects display when dealing 40 Regarding the concern that the communication interaction is always last and might thus reflect an order effect, see footnote 24 above. Note also that the Interaction number variable was found to be insignificant in all regressions of Table 3. with members of the outgroup or playing in a mixed group. The facts that sending, returning, and contributing tend to be greater even with outgroup and mixed pairings than with anonymous others who could well be of one's own ethnicity, and that adding communication to a mixed group does more for cooperation in the PGG than does switching to homogenous membership, both speak to the relative modesty of the difference between coethnic and mixed interactions, since if aversion to interacting with outgroup members were strong enough, neither finding need hold.
The most plausible explanation of why subjects are more trusting and trustworthy with identifiable than with strictly anonymous and unidentifiable others is that this is a social distance effect, as argued in sub-section 5.1. If the sense of distrust, lack of reciprocal obligation, and disinclination to cooperate between our Han and Uyghur participants were more pronounced, then identifiability per se might not achieve so substantial a social distance effect as we observe.
A similar point can be made about communication. Subjects in other experiments have been observed to cooperate significantly more after having the opportunity to communicate, but this depends on their ability to build trust with respect to one another's words and intentions. Were Han and Uyghur participants sufficiently distant and untrusting, each participant would have only one coethnic member in their mixed communication group whose word they could put trust in, plus two outgroup members whose word they might trust little if at all. Thus, an outcome in which cooperation were greater in homogeneous groups without communication than in heterogeneous ones with communication could not be ruled out.
The fact that neither of these counterfactual possibilities in fact occurs rests in part on the relatively small magnitude of the outgroup vs. ingroup effect that we observe in our data.
We think that the modest magnitude of the effect deserves nearly as much attention as the fact that the effect is observed and is statistically significant, in the first place.
Conclusion
We use canonical incentivized decision experiments to study trust and cooperation both within and between members of the two main ethnic groups of China's westernmost province-level region, an area with centuries of history as a borderland between largely
Muslim central Asia and East Asia's perennial core state, China. To be sure, students at an ethnically well-balanced three-year college in Xinjiang's capital city are not necessarily representative of the region's population as a whole. They are, nonetheless, drawn from a fairly wide variety of backgrounds, the school is not a particularly elite one, and the research was conducted on short notice without administrative interventions. In view of the difficulty of conducting social scientific research on inter-ethnic relations in the sensitive environment that is Xinjiang today, we believe our study provides a useful window into how members of Uyghur and Han populations perceive each other in at least some of their day to day interactions.
We use a novel method to induce both ethnically homogeneous and ethnically mixed play of each game, identifiable as such by subjects, yet never overtly referenced in any way in the experimental instructions or procedures. We find great similarity in how both groups play each game, each being somewhat more trusting and cooperative towards members of their own group than towards an outgroup member or in an ethnically mixed group. There is little indication of the type of asymmetry that has been observed in some cases where members of one group are trusted more than the other by those of both ethnicities, although we found qualitative similarity between the Uyghur-Han interactions in our paper and those between Palestinians and Israelis in Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2007) in one respect.
Our results are arguably compatible with both theories of the impact of the state on social norms (Weber, 1976) Han subjects in our research cooperate better and Uyghur subjects trust others more, both these differences and the degree of discrimination against or distrust of outgroup versus ingroup is relatively modest, as gauged by the fact that (a) both trust and cooperation only fall by about 15% when comparing homogeneous versus heterogeneous play, (b) both trust and cooperation are higher with identifiable partners or group members belonging to the other group than with completely unknown (unidentifiable) partners or group members, (c) the availability of communication is more potent than is ethnic homogeneity for engendering cooperation (in the public goods game), and (d) ethnicity-specific differences in cooperation and trust are statistically significant only in ratio, and not when each action is studied separately. It is indeed possible that the ethnically mixed school that is the setting for our experiment engenders better relations between the two ethnic groups than exists between them in other settings. But if so, those hoping to improve trust and cooperation in Xinjiang might do well to explore ways of encouraging more such inter-ethnic engagement on a plane of relative equality and mutual respect.
